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Headlong Flight (Star Trek: The Next Generation)
An electrifying thriller from New York Times bestselling author
Dayton Ward, set in the Star Trek: The Next Generation universe.
2031: United States Air Force fighter jets shoot down an
unidentified spacecraft and take its crew into custody. Soon, it’s
learned that the ship is one of several dispatched across space by an
alien species, the Eizand, to search for a new home before their own
world becomes uninhabitable. Fearing extraterrestrial invasion,
government and military agencies which for more than eighty years
have operated in secret swing into action, charged with protecting
humanity no matter the cost... 2386: Continuing their exploration of
the Odyssean Pass, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the
Starship Enterprise discover what they at first believe is a previously
uncharted world, with a civilization still recovering from the effects
of global nuclear war. An astonishing priority message from
Starfleet Command warns that there’s more to this planet than
meets the eye, and Picard soon realizes that the mysteries of this
world may well weave through centuries of undisclosed human
history... ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios, Inc. Star Trek and related
marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
There are moments glimpsed only in shadow, where darkness rules
and evil incarnate thrives. You hope against hope that in your
lifetime, evil is relegated to the shadows. But what if it wasn't? What
if you lived in a universe where your life was measured only by what
you could do for the Empire? What would you do to survive? Would
you sell your soul to free yourself? If you were offered the chance to
rule, would you seize it? If you could free your universe from the
darkness but only at the cost of your life, would you pay that price?
Star Trek: Enterprise®—she seized power in a heartbeat, daring to
place herself against all the overlords of the Empire. Empress Hoshi
Sato knows the future that could be; now all she has to do is make
sure it never happens. For her to rule, she must hold sway not only
over the starship from the future but also over her warlords, the
resistance, and her Andorian husband. As quickly and brutally as
Hoshi seized power, imperial rule is taken from her. Her only chance
to rule again is to ally herself with a lifelong foe, and an alien. Star
Trek® One man can change the future, but does he dare? Spock,
intrigued by the vision of another universe's Federation, does what
no Vulcan, no emperor, has ever done: seize power in one blinding
stroke of mass murder. And at the same instant he gains imperial
power, Spock sows the seeds for the Empire's downfall. Is this a
form of Vulcan madness, or is it the coolly logical plan of a man who
knows the price his universe must pay for its freedom? Star Trek:
The Next Generation®—Humanity is a pitiful collection of enslaved,
indentured, and abused peoples. No one dares to question the order,
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except at peril of their lives. One man survives by blinding himself to
the misery around him. However, Jean-Luc Picard resists, just once.
And in that one instant he unlocks a horror beyond the tyranny of
the Alliance. Can a man so beaten down by a lifetime of oppression
stop the destruction?
The second novel in an epic crossover trilogy uniting characters
from every corner of the Star Trek universe, revealing the shocking
origin and final fate of the Federation's most dangerous enemy—the
Borg. On Earth, Federation President Nanietta Bacco gathers allies
and adversaries to form a desperate last line of defense against an
impending Borg invasion. In deep space, Captain Jean-Luc Picard
and Captain Ezri Dax join together to cut off the Collective’s route to
the Alpha Quadrant. Half a galaxy away, Captain William Riker and
the crew of the Starship Titan have made contact with the reclusive
Caeliar—survivors of a stellar cataclysm that, two hundred years
ago, drove fissures through the structure of space and time,
creating a loop of inevitability and consigning another captain and
crew to a purgatory from which they could never escape. Now the
supremely advanced Caeliar will brook no further intrusion upon
their isolation, or against the sanctity of their Great Work. For the
small, finite lives of mere mortals carry little weight in the
calculations of gods. But even gods may come to understand that
they underestimate humans at their peril.
Haunted by the vengeful campaign of Khan Noonien Singh, Admiral
James T. Kirk returns to the desolate planet of Ceti Alpha V to
uncover the truth about his exile and to discover what had
ultimately driven him to madness. Original.
The Light Fantastic
Star Trek: Coda: Book 3: Oblivion's Gate
Star Trek: The Next Generation
Hearts and Minds
Star Trek The Original Series

The crews of Jean-Luc Picard, Benjamin Sisko, Ezri Dax, and William Riker unite to
prevent a cosmic-level apocalypse—only to find that some fates really are
inevitable. THEIR MOST DAUNTING MISSION WILL BE THEIR FINEST HOUR.
The epic Star Trek: Coda trilogy comes to a shattering conclusion as the Temporal
Apocalypse forces Starfleet’s greatest heroes to make the greatest sacrifices of
their lives. ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and
logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The first book in the 5 volume Demon Princes saga. The protagonists parents were
murdered by a posse of 5 galactic criminals, the "demon princes". He vows
revenge, and eliminates them one by one. In the process Vance does what he
excels at: creating strange worlds, environments, customs, and adaptations that
humans have made to live in these conditions.
Returning to the story begun in the novel Immortal Coil and continuing in the
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bestselling Cold Equations trilogy, this is the next fascinating chapter in the artificial
life of one of Star Trek’s most enduring characters. He was perhaps the ultimate
human achievement: a sentient artificial life-form—self-aware, self-determining,
possessing a mind and body far surpassing that of his makers, and imbued with the
potential to evolve beyond the scope of his programming. And then Data was
destroyed. Four years later, Data’s creator, Noonien Soong, sacrificed his life and
resurrected his android son, who in turn revived the positronic brain of his own
artificial daughter, Lal. Having resigned his commission, the former Starfleet officer
now works to make his way on an alien world, while also coming to grips with the
very human notion of wanting versus having a child. But complicating Data’s new
life is an unexpected nemesis from years ago on the U.S.S. Enterprise—the
holographic master criminal Professor James Moriarty. Long believed to be
imprisoned in a memory solid, Moriarty has created a siphon into the "real" world as
a being of light and thought. Moriarity wants the solid form that he was once told he
could never have, and seeks to manipulate Data into finding another android body
for him to permanently inhabit...even if it means evicting the current owner, and
even if that is Data himself. ™, ®, & © 2013 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and
related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
As the Federation and Cardassia Prime celebrate their strengthening ties and the
Cardassian ambassador to the Federation arranges a glittering diplomatic
reception, forces who oppose the alliance prepare to make their move.
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Q&A
Death in Winter
The Last World War
Dark Victory
Headlong Flight
After facing the Borg menace, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise is
looking forward to a little exploration when the enigmatic Q informs
them that the universe is at stake if they don’t unravel the mystery of
a strange planet in this Star Trek: The Next Generation novel. Nearly
two decades ago, Jean-Luc Picard took command of the U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D, knowing it was an honor without equal. On her
first mission, the Enterprise was sent to Farpoint Station for a simple,
straightforward investigation. Perfect for a crew that had never served
together. Then there was Q; an omnipotent lifeform that seemed bent
on placing obstacle after obstacle in the ship’s—and in particular in
Picard’s—way. And it hadn’t ended with that first mission. When he
was least expected, Q would appear. Pushing, prodding, testing. At
times needling captain and crew with seemingly silly, pointless, and
maddening trifles. Then it would turn all too serious, and the survival of
Picard's crew was in Q’s hands. Why was it today that Picard was
remembering the day he took command of the Enterprise-D? Now he
commanded a new ship, the Enterprise-E, with a different crew. But
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Picard couldn’t shake the feeling that something all too familiar was
going on. All too awful. All too Q.
On a routine mission to survey Domarus IV -- a class M world with no
intelligent life -- a U.S.S. Enterprise™ shuttle crewed by Data, Troi and
Wesley Crusher is captured by a race called the Tenirans who claim the
world for themselves. As Captain Picard tries to negotiate with the
captain of the Teniran ship, the shuttle suddenly disappears in a blaze
of color and light. Picard demands to know what's happened to the
shuttle and its crew, but the Tenarins deny any part in their
disappearance. Suddenly, Captain Picard vanishes from the bridge and
finds himself alone on the planet's surface with the Tenarin captain. As
the two captains begin to work together, they realize that they are not
alone on Domarus IV as they confront an incredible alien force with the
power to transform a world -- or to destroy it.
"Based upon Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry."
Beginning an all-new trilogy that tells the origin of the S.C.E.! The
U.S.S. da Vinci answers a distress call from a ship careening out of
control after going through an ion storm. While researching similar
events from the past in an attempt to find a solution, Lieutenant
Commander Duffy comes across a piece of history.... One hundred and
twelve years before the heyday of the da Vinci, Montgomery Scott took
an assignment to the Romulan Neutral Zone to work alongside the
crew of the U.S.S. Lovell and her staff from the Starfleet Corps of
Engineers. But this S.C.E. is much different from the modern version a
down-and-dirty team of technicians given the worst jobs in the fleet.
When the repair of one of the Neutral Zone outposts goes horribly
wrong, Scotty and the nascent S.C.E. team must work together to keep
the outpost in one piece....
Available Light
Dragon Spear
Star Trek: The Original Series: Khan #3: To Reign in Hell
The Wrath of Khan
Movie Tie-in Novelization

Headlong FlightSimon and Schuster
The U.S.S. Enterprise™ is on a peaceful mission at Starbase 12 when a bizarre cosmic
phenomenon causes a Klingon ship to suddenly vanish—with Spock aboard for the ride.
Spock's last message from the Klingon ship is cryptic and frightening. The Klingons are
traveling into the past, searching for the one man who holds the key to the furure. If they can
kill that man, the course of history will be changed—and the Federation will be destroyed!
At last -- the untold chapter in the history of Star Trek's most notorious villain, KHAN. Searing
and powerful, To Reign in Hell masterfully bridges the time period between Khan Noonien
Singh's twenty-third-century revival in the Original Series classic episode "Space Seed" and his
unforgettable return in the acclaimed feature film Star Trek II:The Wrath of Khan. What truly
transpired during Khan's long years of exile on the forbidding world of Ceti Alpha V, before the
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tyrant escaped to embark on a murderous campaign of vengeance against Admiral James T.
Kirk? What horrific trials spawned Khan's insane lust for revenge? Haunted by the memory of
Khan's bitter accusations, Kirk now revisits Ceti Alpha V to discover for himself what ultimately
drove Khan to madness. There, buried beneath the desolate surface of a dying planet, Kirk
and his allies find the untold story of their greatest foe -- and of the woman who loved him:
Lieutenant Marla McIvers of Starfleet. Along with Khan's genetically engineered followers from
the twentieth century, Khan and Marla are left on Ceti Alpha V with the hopes of building a new
life together. Although the planet is savage and untamed, full of deadly predators and
unexpected hazards, Khan dreams of carving out an empire even greater than the one he
once ruled on Earth. But when catastrophe strikes, laying waste to the entire world, Khan and
the others find themselves trapped in a desperate struggle for survival. Now Khan must use
every ounce of his superhuman strength and intellect to wage a fearsome battle against the
planet, his people...and the growing darkness in his own soul.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Star Trek: Discovery: Desperate Hours comes
an original, thrilling novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation! The past
returns to haunt Captain Jean-Luc Picard—a crime he thought long buried has been exposed,
and he must return to Earth to answer for his role in a conspiracy that some call treason.
Meanwhile, the U.S.S. Enterprise is sent to apprehend pirates who have stolen vital technology
from a fragile Federation colony. But acting captain Commander Worf discovers that the
pirates’ motives are not what they seem, and that sometimes standing for justice means
defying the law….
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Greater than the Sum
Star Trek: The Fall: Peaceable Kingdoms
Volume 1
Resistance
Star Trek: The Fall: The Poisoned Chalice

After a devastating terrorist attack, the U.S.S Titan is ordered back to Earth,
where Captain Riker witnesses the subsequent hunt for the perpetrators, which
involves the interrogation of Starfleet personnel at the highest levels.
Independence Day meets Stargate in the skies over America, Europe, Russia,
and Asia, and on the ground throughout the cities of the world. It started small,
with an unprepared band of Marine reservists encountering deadly extraterrestrial
visitors in the backwoods of Missouri. But this fatal First Contact rapidly escalates
into a global crisis as mankind discovers that two warring species of aliens have
invaded our world through a network of hidden interdimensional portals. The
apocalyptic conflict between the hastily labeled "Blues" and "Grays" has already
devastated their home planet. Now Earth has become the final battleground in a
cataclysmic war whose origins are barely understood. Forced into a hasty alliance
with the alien Blues, humanity has no choice but to brave the awesome Gray
onslaught in every corner of the Earth. From the mean streets of Atlanta to the
mountains of Afghanistan, from Washington, DC, to the alien's war-torn
homeworld, all of humanity must unite to survive.
When a famous Federation scientist dies, his son puts his inventions up for sale to
the highest bidder, be they Federation, Klingon, Romulan, or Cardassian. Among
the items at auction is a photon pulse canon capable of punching through a
starship's shields with a single shot. Meanwhile, Wesley Crusher is kidnapped
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from the Academy by renegade Ferengi who have set their sights on the photon
canon as well, and Captain Picard must outmaneuver enemies on every side to
save Wesley and protect the EnterpriseTM from the deadly fire of the new canon.
Humans and dragons are finally at peace, and Creel is busy planning her wedding
to Prince Luka. Then dragon queen, Velika, is kidnapped by rogue dragons in
need of their own queen . . . Creel and Luka join Shardas, King of the Dragons, on
a journey to the land of the dark forests to save their friend. Can they stop the
kidnappers from imprisoning Velika for ever? And will Creel get her dream
wedding after all? Funny, heartfelt and action-packed, new readers and returning
fans alike will dive headlong into this wonderful dragon-filled adventure.
Star Trek: Discovery: Drastic Measures
The Star King
Star Trek: Destiny #2: Mere Mortals
Star Trek: Mirror Universe: Glass Empires
Losing the Peace
One hundred years ago, four crewmembers of the "U.S.S
EnterpriseTM crossed the dimensional barrier and found a
mirror image of their own universe, populated by nightmare
duplicates of their shipmates. Barely able to escape with their
lives, they returned, thankful that the accident which had
brought them there could not be duplicated, or so they
thought. But now the scientists of that empire have found a
doorway into our universe. Their plan is to destroy from within,
to replace a Federation Starships with one of their own. Their
victims are the crew of the "U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, who
now find themselves engaged in combat against the most
savage enemies they have ever encountered, themselves.
The crews of Jean-Luc Picard, Benjamin Sisko, Ezri Dax, and
William Riker unite to prevent a cosmic-level apocalypse—only
to find that some fates really are inevitable. THE FUTURE IS AT
WAR WITH THE PAST. The epic Star Trek: Coda trilogy
continues as friends become foes, the Temporal Apocalypse
accelerates, and the catastrophe’s true cause is revealed. ™, ®,
& © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and
logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
An engrossing and fast-paced thriller that explores the secret
history of the twentieth century -- and the rise of the conqueror
known as Khan. Even centuries later, the final decades of the
twentieth century are still regarded -- by those who know the
truth of what really happened -- as one of the darkest and most
perilous chapters in the history of humanity. Now, as an
ancient and forbidden technology tempts mankind once more,
Captain James T. Kirk of the Starship Enterprise™ must probe
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deep into the secrets of the past, to discover the true origins of
the dreaded Eugenics Wars -- and of perhaps the greatest foe
he has ever faced. 1974 A.D. An international consortium of the
world's top scientists have conspired to create the Chrysalis
Project, a top-secret experiment in human genetic engineering.
The project's goal is nothing less than the creation of a new,
artificially improved breed of men and women: smarter, faster,
stronger than ordinary human beings, a super-race to take
command of the entire planet. Gary Seven, an undercover
operative for an advanced alien species, is alarmed by the
project's objectives; he knows too well the apocalyptic
consequences of genetic manipulation. With his trusted agents,
Roberta Lincoln and the mysterious Isis, he will risk life and
limb to uncover Chrysalis' insidious designs and neutralize the
awesome threat that the Project poses to the future. But he
may already be too late. One generation of super-humans has
already been conceived. As the years go by, Seven watches with
growing concern as the children of Chrysalis -- in particular, a
brilliant youth named Khan Noonien Singh -- grow to
adulthood. Can Khan's dark destiny be averted -- or is Earth
doomed to fight a global battle for supremacy?
An all-new novel of The Next Generation expanded universe
from the New York Times bestselling author! It is a new age of
exploration, and the U.S.S. Enterprise is dispatched to “the
Odyssean Pass,” a region charted only by unmanned probes and
believed to contain numerous inhabited worlds. Approaching a
star system with two such planets, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
his crew find a massive alien vessel, drifting in interstellar
space for decades. Sensors detect life aboard the
derelict—aliens held in suspended animation. Thought to be an
immense sleeper ship, the vessel actually is a weapon capable
of destroying entire worlds...the final gambit in a war that has
raged for generations across the nearby system. Captain Picard
is now caught in the middle of this conflict and attempts to
mediate, as both sides want this doomsday weapon…which was
sent from the future with the sole purpose of ending the
interplanetary war before it even began!
Agents of Influence
Star Trek: The Original Series: The Rings of Time
Collateral Damage
Balance of Power
Star Trek: The Eugenics Wars: The Rise and Fall of Khan
Noonien Singh
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An electrifying thriller starring Captain Jean-Luc Picard set in the Star Trek: The
Next Generation universe. Captain Jean-Luc Picard, his ship repaired, must now
reassemble his crew. With the departure of both William Riker and ship's
counsellor Deannna Troi, the captain must replace his two most trusted advisors.
He chooses a Vulcan, a logical choice, and for his new first officer, Worf. But the
Klingon refuses the promotion and the new ship's counsellor appears to actively
dislike Worf. A simple shake-down mission should settle everything. Except that
once again, the captain hears the song of the Borg collective. Admiral Janeway is
convinced that the Borg have been crushed and are no longer a threat. Picard
believes she is wrong, and that if the Enterprise doesn't act the entire Federation
will be under the domination of its most oppressive enemy.
An all-new novel based upon the explosive Star Trek TV series! It is 2246, ten
years prior to the Battle at the Binary Stars, and an aggressive contagion is
ravaging the food supplies of the remote Federation colony Tarsus IV and the
eight thousand people who call it home. Distress signals have been sent, but any
meaningful assistance is weeks away. Lieutenant Commander Gabriel Lorca and
a small team assigned to a Starfleet monitoring outpost are caught up in the
escalating crisis, and bear witness as the colony’s governor, Adrian Kodos,
employs an unimaginable solution in order to prevent mass starvation. While
awaiting transfer to her next assignment, Commander Philippa Georgiou is
tasked with leading to Tarsus IV a small, hastily assembled group of first
responders. It’s hoped this advance party can help stabilize the situation until
more aid arrives, but Georgiou and her team discover that they‘re too
late—Governor Kodos has already implemented his heinous strategy for
extending the colony’s besieged food stores and safeguarding the community’s
long-term survival. In the midst of their rescue mission, Georgiou and Lorca must
now hunt for the architect of this horrific tragedy and the man whom history will
one day brand “Kodos the Executioner”….
An all-new novel of Star Trek: The Next Generation—one of the most popular Star
Trek series of all-time, featuring the adventures of Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise! When renegade Federation starships begin
wreaking destruction across the Alpha Quadrant, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise are shocked to discover that the mastermind
behind this sudden threat is none other than Picard’s protégé and friend:
Admiral William T. Riker. The newly minted admiral is on board the U.S.S.
Aventine as part of a special assignment, even as the mystery deepens behind
his involvement in the growing crisis. But the Aventine is helmed by Captain Ezri
Dax—someone who is no stranger to breaking Starfleet regulations—and her
starship is by far the faster vessel…and Riker cannot yield even to his former
mentor. It’s a battle of tactical geniuses and a race against time as Picard
struggles to find answers before the quadrant’s great powers violently retaliate
against the Federation… ™, ®, & © 2015 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related
marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
STARFLEET CORPS OF ENGINEERS Concluding the all-new trilogy that tells the
origin of the Starfleet Corps of Engineers! The U.S.S. da Vinci's cultural
specialist, Carol Abramowitz, has always had trouble with first-contact missions,
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so when she expresses her concerns about dealing with the alien race the da
Vinci has rescued, Captain Montgomery Scott tells her a story from the S.C.E.'s
past.... A century before the heyday of the da Vinci, an engineering accident on
an experimental Kelvan ship sent Scotty and an S.C.E. team led by his old friend
Commander Mahmud al-Khaled into uncharted space. When a group of hostile
aliens demands that they leave or face the consequences, the S.C.E. must work
against the clock to repair the ship or face destruction!
SCE Foundations
Armageddon's Arrow
STAR TREK SCE
Star Trek: The Fall: The Crimson Shadow

Continuing the events detailed in Star Trek: Destiny: With the displacement and
devastation wrought by the Borg, can the Federation survive? Fortune has smiled
on Lieutenant Jasminder Choudhury, chief of security on the U.S.S Enterprise.™
She has survived. But her homeworld, Deneva, one of the planets targeted in the
massive Borg invasion, has not. The entire surface has been wiped clean of
everything, killing anyone who did not evacuate and rendering the planet
uninhabitable. Choudhury is left to wonder whether her family was one of the
displaced. Or are they all gone forever? The Enterprise is just one ship, and
Jasminder Choudhury is just one officer, yet her story is being repeated over and
over across the galaxy. Hundreds of thousands of displaced persons haunt the
space ways, seeking comfort, looking for someplace safe, somewhere, anywhere
to find solace. Captain Jean-Luc Picard is ordered to do everything he can to
rescue and if need be to recover the lost souls from the Borg invasion. For the
first time in generations, citizens of the Federation know want, uncertainty, and
fear. Bloodied yet unbowed, the Federation now stands on the edge of a
precipice. The captain of the Enterprise finds himself in the unenviable position of
wondering whether it is true that those who can win a war well can rarely make a
good peace.
The past comes back to haunt Captain Jean-Luc Picard in this brand new thriller
set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Section 31, the covert
organization which has operated without accountability in the shadows for more
than two centuries, has been exposed. Throughout the Federation, the rogue
group’s agents and leaders are being taken into custody as the sheer scope of
its misdeeds comes to light. Now Starfleet Command must decide the
consequences for numerous officers caught up in the scandal—including Admirals
William Ross, Edward Jellico, Alynna Nechayev, and Captain Jean-Luc Picard
who, along with many others, are implicated in the forced removal of a
Federation president. Meanwhile, deep in the distant, unexplored region of space
known as the Odyssean Pass, Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise
must put aside personal feelings and political concerns as they investigate a
massive mysterious spacecraft. Adrift for centuries in the void, the ship is vital to
the survival of an endangered civilization which has spent generations searching
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for a world to sustain what remains of its people. Complicating matters is a band
of marauders who have their own designs on the ancient ship, with only the
Enterprise standing in their way....
The crew of the USS Enterprise arrive on a remote Klingon planet and soon
discover that the crew of the USS Gagarin, which was viciously attacked by
Klingons ten years ago, have been held prisoner there ever since. With the
assistance of the brave and honourable Koloth -- the Klingon captain from the
viewer-favourite original series episode, "The Trouble with Tribbles" -- Captain
Kirk sets out to rescue them, knowing that, should he fail, the Federation will
deny all knowledge of his mission. What's more, powerful factions in the Klingon
goverment are determined not to give up the prisoners, even if it means
obliterating every last one of them -- and anyone who attempts to save them!
Undeterred by the odds that are stacked against him, Kirk proceeds with his
audacious plan. In the course of the rescue he discovers the secrets behind
many Klingon mysteries -- mysteries that Star Trek fans have been waiting to find
out. Why, for instance, did the Klingons originally encountered by Captain Kirk
appear physically different to those encountered by later Starfleet crews? For the
first time IN THE NAME OF HONOR answers the question that has puzzled the
Star Trek universe for years.
Colonel Shaun Christopher, commanding the first manned mission to Saturn in
2020, and Captain Kirk, sent to stop a planet's rings from falling apart, try to cope
with their new situations after they switch places.
Star Trek: To Reign in Hell: The Exile of Khan Noonien Singh
Star Trek: Corps of Engineers: Foundations #1
Star Trek: Coda: Book 2: The Ashes of Tomorrow
Ishmael
The Face of the Unknown
An epic new Star Trek saga by New York Times bestselling author
Dayton Ward set during the original Five-Year Mission! For
years, Starfleet Intelligence agents have carried out undercover
assignments deep within the Klingon Empire. Surgically altered
and rigorously trained in Klingon culture, they operate in plain
sight and without any direct support, while collecting
information and infiltrating the highest levels of imperial
power. Their actions have given Starfleet valuable insight into
the inner workings of Klingon government and its relentless
military apparatus. After three of Starfleet’s longest serving
agents fear exposure, they initiate emergency extraction
procedures. Their planned rendezvous with the USS Endeavour goes
awry, threatening to reveal their activities and the damaging
intelligence they’ve collected during their mission. Tasked by
Starfleet to salvage the botched rescue attempt, Captain James
T. Kirk and the crew of the USS Enterprise must discover the
truth behind a secret weapons experiment while avoiding an
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interstellar incident with the potential to ignite a new war
between the Federation and one of its oldest adversaries.
Like HOMECOMING (074346754X) did for Star Trek Voyager and
AVATAR (074340050X) did for Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, DEATH IN
WINTER picks up the Star Trek: The Next Generation story after
the TV/movies are complete and tells all-new stories about
favourite Next Generation characters and their subsequent lives.
After the fall of Shinzon (as seen in the feature film, STAR
TREK: NEMESIS) the elite of the Romulan Empire are battling over
who will seize control. Caught up in this struggle are the
Kevrata, a once proud people, now strangled under Romulan
domination. When a biogenetic disease threatens to wipe out
their race, Starfleet assigns its new Chief Medical Officer, Dr
Beverly Crusher, to aid the populace. But when she suddenly goes
missing and is presumed dead, Jean-Luc Picard must race to try
and locate Crusher and help find a cure for the disease that
could kill millions.
In the twenty-fourth century, the USS da Vinci and its S.C.E.
team led by Commander Sonya Gomez roam the galaxy, solving the
technical problems of the universe in a state-of-the-art ship.
But back in the twenty-third century, for the newly-formed
Starfleet Corps of Engineers, things did not always run so
smoothly. ...And on board the da Vinci, Captain Montgomery Scott
recalls his younger days as the chief engineer of the legendary
USS Enterprise, under the command of Captain James T. Kirk, and
his encounters with a very different Corps of Engineers. From
the edge of the Romulan Neutral Zone to the uncharted regions of
deepest space, Scotty joins forces with a battered old vessel,
the USS Lovell, to bring the S.C.E. into the future.
"Story by Dayton Ward, James Swallo, and David Mack. Based on
Star Trek and Star Trek: the next generation created by Gene
Roddenberry. Star Trek: Deep space nine created by Rick Berman &
Michael Piller. Star Trek: Voyager created by Rick Berman &
Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."
Dark Mirror
Star Trek: Coda: Book 1: Moments Asunder
Perchance to Dream
Star Trek: Corps of Engineers: Foundations #3
In The Name Of Honor
The Starship Rhea has discovered a cluster of carbon planets
that seems to be the source of the quantum energies rippling
through a section of space. A landing party finds unusual lifeforms inhabiting one of the planets. One officer, Lieutenant
T'Ryssa Chen -- a half-Vulcan -- makes a tenuous connection with
them. But before any progress can be made, the Rhea comes under
attack from the Einstein -- a Starfleet vessel now controlled by
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the Borg. The landing party can only listen in horror as their
comrades are assimilated. The Borg descend to the planet, and
just as Chen accepts that she will be assimilated, the
lieutenant is whisked two thousand light-years away. A quantum
slipstream -- instantaneous transportation -- is controlled by
these beings in the cluster, and in the heart of the cluster
there is now a Borg ship. Cut off from the rest of the Borg
collective, the Einstein cannot be allowed to rejoin it. For the
sake of humanity, the Borg cannot gain access to quantum
slipstream technology. Starfleet Command gives Captain Picard
carte blanche: do whatever he must to help the beings in the
cluster, and stop the Einstein no matter the cost.
"Based upon 'Star Trek: the next generation' created by Gene
Roddenberry."
Prepare yourself for warp-10 excitement! The Galaxy's ultimate
future is in the hands of James Kirk, Mr. Spock, and the
indomitable crew of the Enterprise. The Galaxy's ultimate weapon
is in the hands of the evil Khan and his followers. A battle
that will shake the universe cannot be avoided...And the
ultimate adventure is about to begin!
The Mirror Universe is a dark and twisted reflection of our own,
where all that is noble and compassionate is instead cruel and
barbaric. Now our universe has been invaded by that other
reality's most feared tyrant: the dreaded Emperor Tiberius, the
Mirror Universe counterpart of James T. Kirk. Just as Kirk
survived his own era to live into the 24th century, so has
Tiberius returned from the past to menace a new generation of
Starfleet heroes. And only Kirk can stop him. With Spock, McCoy,
and Spotty at his side, and teamed Jean-Luc Picard and the
valiant crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-E, Kirk is
propelled into his most personal and dangerous mission yet as he
fights to uncover the secret of Tiberius' return and learn the
terrible truth behind the madman's nightmarish plans for the
Federation. But how can he defeat an enemy who knows Kirk's mind
as well as he knows his own?
Takedown
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